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ABSTRACT
A Novel and Effective Short Track Speed Skating Tracking System
by
Yuxuan Wang, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2011
Major Professor: Dr. Heng-Da Cheng
Department: Computer Science
This dissertation proposes a novel and effective system for tracking high-speed
skaters. A novel registration method is employed to automatically discover key frames to
build the panorama. Then, the homography between a frame and the real world rink can
be generated accordingly. Aimed at several challenging tracking problems of short track
skating, a novel multiple-objects tracking approach is proposed which includes: Gaussian
mixture models (GMMs), evolving templates, constrained dynamical model, fuzzy model,
multiple templates initialization, and evolution. The outputs of the system include spatialtemporal trajectories, velocity analysis, and 2D reconstruction animations. The tracking
accuracy is about 10 cm (2 pixels). Such information is invaluable for sports experts.
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed system.
(68 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
A Novel and Effective Short Track Speed Skating Tracking System

Short track speed skating lends itself to intense competitions with a strong visual
impact. Thus, the sport has become increasingly popular. In fact, in 1992, short track
speed skating became an official Winter Olympic sport with four events, and four more
events were added in 2002. Because of the sport’s growing popularity, there is a high
demand from both coaches and TV broadcasters for a means of automatically gathering
competition data such as trajectories, velocities, and 2D reconstruction animation. We
call this vision-based sports video analysis.
In competitive short track speed skating, multiple skaters skate together on an ice
track the size of a hockey rink. Different from traditional longer track speed skating,
during short track competition, there are no visible lanes, and skaters usually cluster in
groups, especially around curves. Due to this crowding, skaters’ velocity can change
dramatically although still moving at a high rate of speed. Additionally, skaters on the
same team wear identical uniforms, and the uniforms of different teams can be nearly
identical. The clustering of the skaters while traveling at high speeds, and little visual
difference between skaters can make sports video analysis difficult to achieve.
While there are many sports video analysis methods currently available, none of
them lend themselves well to short track speed skating. This dissertation addresses this
problem.
Yuxuan Wang
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Short Track Speed Skating
Short track speed skating is a form of competitive ice speed skating. Multiple
skaters, usually four to six, skate together on an ice track with a circumference of
111.12m. The size of the rink itself is the same as a hockey rink -- 60m × 30m .
Different from traditional longer track speed skating, during the competition no
visible lanes are employed in short track speed skating. Skaters usually cluster in groups
especially around curves.

Due to the crowding, the skater’s velocity can change

dramatically although still moving at a high rate of speed. For example, in a sprint, a
professional male skater can reach about 60km/h, and the typical average velocity of a
professional female skater is about 36km/h, in a 500m race.
Smaller ice tracks lend themselves to intense competitions with a strong visual
impact. Consequently, short track speed skating has become more and more popular in
many countries. In 1992, short track speed skating became a regular Winter Olympic
sport. And the program was expanded from four short track events in 1992 to eight in
2002.
Both individual and team tactics are very important in short track speed skating
competitions. Usually, a smarter skater can defeat a faster skater through better tactics.
For example, having a teammate on the rink provides a huge advantage over others who
do not.
There is a high demand from both coaches and TV broadcasters to automatically
gather competition data such as trajectories, velocities, and 2D reconstruction animation.
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Such data not only enhances TV coverage of competitions, but it also helps coaches to
devise tactics, monitor training processes, and evaluate statistics.
1.2 Vision-based Sports Video Analysis
Vision-based sports video analysis has many applications including velocity
analyzing, 2D/3D-reconstruction, special events finding, tactics analyzing, automatic
highlight identification, video annotation, graphical object overlaying, etc. Some of these
applications improve user experience, while others provide invaluable statistical and
visualized information to athletes and coaches.
1.2.1

Review of Current Approaches
Following are brief reviews of some current video analysis approaches. Soccer,

the most popular worldwide team sport, has attracted a lot of video analysis research, and
many applications have been developed. In [1], soccer players are tracked by different
features such as texture, color statistics, movement vectors, etc. In [2], color image
segmentation is applied to extract meaningful regions to represent players. The method
proposed in [3] tracks multiple players obtained from a single fixed camera, and a
Kalman filter is employed to improve the prediction of player movement. The authors of
[4] proposed an automatic multiple-player detection system. Background subtraction, a
Haar feature, and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) data association were used.
However, as described in D’Orazio and Leo’s soccer video analysis survey paper [5],
developing more robust algorithms for player detection is still a challenging problem,
especially, when players are occluded with each other in a long time period. Furthermore,
some of these methods require a camera with no abrupt motion.
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Many computer vision systems have been also developed for analyzing other
sports videos. In [6], tracking techniques were employed to enhance the broadcast of
tennis matches. Recently, [7] proposed a data association algorithm to track tennis balls
by mounting cameras directly above the court. Color features and a template are
combined to track the players. Other sports, such as squash [8], handball [9], and
basketball [10], use the same technique. However, the method suffers from two problems:
first, the cameras must be placed above the playing court. Second, the occlusion problem
is not solved effectively. The authors of [11] developed an automatic annotation system
for American football. The “close-world” is defined as a spatial-temporal region in which
the context is sufficient for detecting all objects in that region. Motion blobs are used to
track players by “close-world” analysis. However, the approach cannot deal with group
players as individuals; instead, players are considered as a single unit. In [12], a colorbased sequential Monte Carlo tracker is employed to track hockey players. It is a single
player tracking system, and its accuracy is only 0.3m~1m. When occlusion happens, the
tracker can lose the target. In [13], the authors proposed a unified dual-mode two-way
Bayesian inference approach. The method is applied to soccer, basketball, and hockey.
Partial occlusion is handled by forward filtering and backward smoothing. However, the
players with similar appearance or a long time occlusion might lead to tracker failure.
Besides sports video analysis, there are many other tracking applications
including video surveillance [14], smart environments [15, 16], pedestrian tracking [17,
18], face tracking [19, 20], etc. In addition, mean shift algorithm [21, 22] is a simple and
robust method by finding local minima of a similarity measure between kernel density
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estimations. A color distribution-based particle filter has good performance on tracking
non-rigid objects with non-linear and non-Gaussian motion [23, 24]. However, all of the
above approaches are not capable of dealing with complicated conditions, such as
amorphous, erratic motion, fast speed, similar appearance, long time occlusion in a largescale, complex and dynamic scene, etc., of short track skating
1.2.2

Challenging Issues
Compared with the above approaches, tracking short track speed skaters by video

encounters several open-ended, challenging problems:
1) Skaters move rapidly and change directions frequently;
2) The camera’s motion is not smooth;
3) The size of a skater in the scene varies dramatically;
4) The shape of a skater deforms frame by frame;
5) Long time occlusion and complex group situations, especially on the curves of the
rink, are inevitable;
6) Skaters on the same team wear identical uniforms;
7) The speeds among skaters are similar;
8) There is no detectable intersection point between field lines. Thus, no wire frame
model such as those utilized in soccer or football video analysis, can be employed to
register the short track rink.
1.2.3

Previous Work
We are the first group to solve these challenging problems, and did some

preliminary work [25]. Based on RANSAC [26, 27] algorithm, a rink registration method
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was developed and a histogram-based hierarchical model was proposed to track the
skaters. The system successfully tracked a single player in a 500m match. However, some
challenging problems remained unsolved:
1) It was only a single-person tracking system;
2) It was difficult to find key frames for calculating homography automatically;
3) Long time occlusion among skaters, especially when the occluded skaters wore the
same kinds of uniforms, caused missed tracks;
4) The system relied on helmet detection; however, the method sometimes failed due
to the small size of the helmet or other occlusions. In addition, skaters sometimes wore
helmets with the same color as their clothes, thus making distinguishing the helmet
difficult.
1.3 The Proposed Method
In this paper, we propose a novel and effective short track speed skating tracking
system (STSSTS, or STS2). A single panning camera is used to obtain videos, as in [25].
The camera is mounted at the audience section of the stadium as close as possible to the
center in order to reduce projection error. No camera parameters, height, or angle are
required. Zooming is abandoned due to little texture information on the rink, which
makes both recording and registration much more difficult.
Such a system is easily deployed by coaches themselves. Its low cost is another
advantage. Finally and most importantly, the system answers all the challenges listed in
Section 1.2.2.
The novelties and contributions of this work are:
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1) Based on the characteristics of a panning camera, a new technique is developed
to automatically discover key frames for building the panorama. These key frames
are almost equally distributed along a horizontal direction. For each frame, the
algorithm finds a proper key frame to calculate the homography automatically.
2) By using GMMs combined with an evolving template to model objects (skaters,
referees, and rink), fuzzy memberships of the pixels are calculated according to
corresponding objects. Memberships are iteratively updated to find the optimum
position of each object.
3) The position found by memberships is considered as the initial position of the
template for each object. Then, a multiple-templates evolution algorithm is
developed. By doing this, even occluded players from the same team can be
tracked properly.
4) Based on the rink parameters, a constrained dynamic model is proposed to
handle dynamic issues.
5) The proposed algorithm can handle situations like dramatic changes in the size
or shape of the skaters.
6) By using homography between two adjacent frames, a region of interest (ROI)
that only contains skaters is generated automatically.
7) STS2 can automatically output lots of invaluable data like velocities,
trajectories, and 2D reconstruction animations.
Both 500m men’s and a 500m women’s world cup short track videos are
employed for testing. Both videos have multiple skaters from the same team. 2D
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reconstruction animations, trajectory detection, and velocity curve analysis demonstrate
the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed system.
The proposed system, STS2, consists of two sub-systems: a registration system
and a tracking system. Chapter 2 describes registration system, and Chapter 3 describes
the tracking system. Experimental results and discussions are given in Chapter 4, and
conclusions are provided in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
REGISTRATION SYSTEM
Velocity analysis and 2D reconstruction require real world positions for skaters in
each frame. The task of the registration system is to map the frames in a video to a predefined real world coordinate system.
2.1 Related Work
In [26-28], similar requirements are needed for soccer and tennis video analyses.
Registration is done by detecting lines and intersection points. In other application such
as American football video analysis [11], more contextual information such as yard
numbers and logos are also employed. However, no obvious lines with intersection points
can be detected on the short track rink. Five starting lines and one finishing line are all
parallel with each other. Fourteen markers are placed on two curves, and they are often
occluded by skaters. These lines and markers stand little chance of appearign in the same
frame. Thus, a simple wire/point model is not capable of registering a short track speed
skating rink.
In [12], based on Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) [29, 30] features, RANSAC
algorithm is employed to calculate the frame-to-frame homographies. However,
projection errors are accumulated over time, which cause a large projective distortion for
long time tracking.
By finding key frames based on the frame matching algorithm [31, 32],
accumulative error can be avoided [25]. However, matching n frames has complexity
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O(n 2 ) or O ( nlogn ) with some constraints [31, 32]. In this dissertation, we propose a new
method to reduce such complexity to O ( n ) .
2.2 Homography

A homography H is a projective transformation matrix with size 3 × 3 . H is an
invertible transformation, mapping an image to another. Corresponding points x from
image 1 and x’ from image 2 hold the relation x ' = Hx . Because the homography H has
eight degrees of freedom (DOF), four point correspondences can determine H . However,
more pairs of points should be employed for the real world task, since no perfect
correspondences can be detected. Calculating homography between two frames is the
basic component of registration.
Harris corner detector [33] and KLT are two popular feature extraction methods
for points. They are invariant to both rotation and translation, but not invariant to affine
or projective transformations [34]. They are not suitable for our system as indicated in
[25], since there are other kinds of transformations.
In this paper, we use scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [35] to find interest
points. SIFT features are invariant to scale and rotation, and robust to illumination change.
They have been successfully applied to object recognition [36] and panorama recognizing
[37].
As in [25], a simple putative matching method is employed to obtain primitive
pairs of the interest points detected by SIFT features between two frames. RANSAC
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algorithm [31, 32] can discard false matched pairs (outliers). Finally, homography H can
be calculated based on the remained pairs (inliers).
2.3 Proposed Registration Method
Registration Algorithm. Input: Short track speed skating video with n frames.

Step 1: Extract SIFT features for all frames, and denote si as the set of interest
points detected from the ith frame.
Step 2: Find putative matched pairs pi −1,i based on si −1 and si .
Step 3: Define the homography between two adjacent frames i − 1 and i as H i −1,i .
Calculate H i −1,i based on pi −1,i using RANSAC algorithm.
Step 4: Denote c = ( xc , yc ,1) ' as the homogeneous coordinates of the center point
of the frame. Denote ci = ( xi , yi ,1) ' as the transformed point from the center point
of frame i − 1 . Then, ci can be calculated by equation:
ci = ℵ× ( H i −1,i × c )

(1)

where ℵ is a scalar to make sure that the 3rd term of ci is equal to 1.
Step 5: Calculate the horizontal offset of the center point in frame i by:
xioffset = xi − xc

(2)

Step 6: Calculate the accumulative horizontal offset for frame i by:

⎧acci = acci −1 + xioffset , if i > 1
⎨
if i = 1
⎩acci = 0,

(3)
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Step 7: Assume the number of key frames is K n . Then, the interval between two
neighbor key frames is:

Int = (max ( acc ) − min(acc)) / ( K n + 1)

(4)

Denote acck j as the optimum accumulative horizontal offset for the jth key
frame:
acck j = min ( acc ) + Int * j

(5)

Step 8: Find the frame index Kf j for the jth key frame:
Kf j = argmin | acci − acck j |

(6)

i =1,, n

Step 9: Find the suitable key frame index Ki for the ith frame:

Ki = argmin | acci − acck j |

(7)

j =1,…, K n

Step 10: Use all key frames to build the panorama according to [35] and obtain
the homography H Kf j , pa transforming the jth key frame to the panorama.
Step 11: Map the panorama to the real world coordinate system of the rink, and
obtain the homography H pa ,rink .
Step 12: Find putative matches pi , Kf Ki based on si and sKf K . Compute
i

homography H i , Ki transforming the ith frame to its corresponding key frame

using RANSAC.
Step 13: Compute homography H i mapping the ith frame to the real world
coordinate system of the rink by:
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H i = H pa ,rink × H Kf K , pa × H i , Ki
i

(8)

The homography H i is needed to register the ith frame. The characteristics of the
panning camera are utilized to simplify the problem. Since the camera is panning
horizontally from left to right or from right to left without zooming, the accumulative
horizontal offset ( acc ) is introduced by measuring the shift of the center points between
two adjacent frames. Figure 2.1 shows acc from a 500m short track speed skating video,
K n = 15 . From Step 4 to Step 8, 15 key frames are obtained and displayed with green
circles. Dash lines represent the optimum accumulated horizontal offset acck j for

Figure 2.1. Determining the indexes of the key frames based on accumulative
horizontal offsets.
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each key frame j . The green circles are the nearest frames to the dash lines.
The advantages of the proposed registration system are:
1)

Key frames are equally distributed along the horizontal direction.

2)

In the proposed registration system, Steps 2 and 3 need n − 1 frame

matches to obtain the homography H i −1,i . Step 10 needs 15log (15) frame matches
to build the panorama based on 15 key frames. Steps 12-13 need n frame matches
to obtain the homography H i , Ki . The proposed registration system needs

( n − 1) + 15log (15) + n

matches which is O ( n) . Compared with [25], the proposed

system is much more efficient.
3)

The idea of equally dividing the interval between the global maximum and

minimum of the accumulative horizontal offsets can be employed for many other
applications, such as soccer, American football and hockey, with different kinds
of motions for the panning cameras.
Figure 2.2 shows the flowchart of the algorithm, using a 500m short track speed
skating video. Notice that automatically detected key frames cover the whole scenario,
and the panorama is built successfully. In Step 10, the 14 markers are manually picked
out in order to map the panorama to the coordinate system of the rink. In Step 11, the
range of 2D coordinate system is 1200 × 600 . The size of the rink is 60 m × 30m and the
locations of the markers can be calculated based on [38]. Thus, one pixel in the
coordinate system represents 5cm in the real world.
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Figure 2.2. The flowchart of the proposed registration algorithm.
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CHAPTER 3
TRACKING SYSTEM

3.1

Appearance Model
The uniform of a skater may have several colors.

To get around this, we

manually outline the silhouettes of all skaters, as well as the referee appearing in the first
frame, as shown in Figure 3.1. The helmet of the skater is ignored. Thus, the proposed
algorithm has no hierarchical constrains like in [25], and can be employed for more
generalized applications.
In Figure 3.1, the first and second skaters wear identical uniforms of red and black.
The uniform of the third skater has three colors, namely, blue, black, and yellow. The
fourth skater has pink and black. These colors are, of course, not pure colors. However,
based on subjective observation, each uniform can be considered as consisting of certain
number of color components. Each color component is assumed to be normally
distributed.

Figure 3.1. Initialization of the first frame.
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Color-based GMMs was employed in many computer vision applications like
background modeling [39] and shadow detecting [40]. In this dissertation, we use
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) to model the relationship between colors and objects.
The objects can be the skaters, referees, or even the rink. The number of mixture
Gaussians is determined by the number of color components.
Define pob j as the Gaussian mixture probability density function of object j ,
where j ∈ {SK, RF, rink} , where SK = {1, 2, 3,...} represents the set of skater indexes;
RF = {R1 , R2 ,...} represents the set of referee indexes; and rink is the index of the rink.
i
Denote I i as the ith frame and v ( x, y ) = (r , g , b) ' as the transpose of the RGB values

of I i ( x, y ) . Then:
mj

pob j ( v i ( x, y ) ) = ∑c j ,k G[ μ j ,k , Σ j , k , vi ( x, y )]

(9)

k =1

G ⎡⎣ μ j , k , Σ j , k , v i ( x, y ) ⎤⎦ =

'
−1/2( vi ( x , y ) − μ j ,k ) Σ −j 1,k ( vi ( x , y ) − μ j ,k )
1
e
2π | Σ j , k |1/2

(10)

where m j is the number of mixture Gaussians for object j ; c j ,k , μ j ,k and Σ j ,k indicate
the mixture rate, mean vector, and covariance matrix of the kth Gaussian for object j ,
respectively.
Define Ωiob j as the evolving template of object j in frame i . Note that Ω1ob j is
the manually outlined template in the first frame. We have:
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⎧⎪ Ωiob j ( x, y ) = 1, if I i ( x, y ) ∈ ob j
⎨ i
i
⎪⎩Ωob j ( x, y ) = 0, if I ( x, y ) ∉ ob j

(11)

Denote U as the uniform index. As in Figure 3.1, there are three kinds of skater
uniforms U1 , U 2 ,and U 3 . Define U ob j as the uniform worn by object j. We
have U ob1 = U ob2 = U1 , U ob3 = U 2 , and U ob4 = U 3 . All referees share the same kind of
uniforms marking as U obR j = U R . The rink is also considered as a kind of uniform and
denoted by U obrink = U rink . Let uck represent the number of color components for U k . Note
that the rink template Ω1obrink ( x, y ) covers both the audience section and the rink. Let
ucrink = 2 .
K-means algorithm [41] and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) are
employed to calculate the parameters of GMMs.
For a given uniform U k , pixels belonging to this uniform can be generated by:
Ω uk = ∪ U

ob j

= Uk

Ω1ob j

(12)

Apply K-means algorithm to v1 ( Ω uk ) with K = uck . Assume that we obtain uck
output clusters denoted as Ωluk , and the number of elements for each cluster denoted
as nUl k , where l = 1, 2,..., uck . For ob j with U ob j = U k and k ≠ rink , parameters for the lth
Gaussian can be calculated based on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE):

m j = uck

(13)
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c j ,l =

μ j ,l =

Σ j ,l =

1
nUl k

nUl k

∑

1
nUl k

uck

(14)

q
q =1 U k

n

∑

v1 ( x, y )

(15)

Ω U k ( x , y ) =1

∑ ( v ( x, y ) − μ ) ( v ( x, y ) − μ ) '
1

Ω U k ( x , y ) =1

1

j ,l

j ,l

(16)

Based on the observation that the rink covers the largest area of the frame, if
k = rink , only the cluster with the maximum number of elements is kept for calculating

GMMs. To simplify the task, the audience section is removed in the ROI-generation step
for every frame.
Finally, a log transformation is utilized, and eps is added on pob j to avoid the
underflow problem. Transformed probability is denoted by wob j :
wob j (v i ( x, y )) = −log ( pob j ( v i ( x, y ) ) + eps )

(17)

where eps is the minimum value of the machine and wob j is considered as the weighted
GMMs template.

3.2

ROI Generation
For the current input frame i , ROIs are automatically generated for further

processing. These ROIs include one region of all skaters and several regions for different
referees. An ROI is represented by an axis-aligned minimum rectangular bounding region.
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Define T ( I , H ) as the transforming function, which transforms image I based on
i −1
homography H . We can then obtain a transformed previous frame I t by T and the

adjacent homography H i −1,i which is defined in Step 3 of Section 2.3:

I ti −1 = T ( I i −1 , H i −1,i )

(18)

Define Ri as the rink template for the ith frame:
⎧⎪ R i ( x, y ) = 1, if I i ( x, y ) ∈ AS
⎨ i
i
⎪⎩ R ( x, y ) = 0, if I ( x, y ) ∈ AS

(19)

where AS represents the region of audience section and AS represents the rink region.
To obtain Ri , we employ the homography H i which is obtained in Step 13 of Section 2.
The homography H i transforms the ith frame to the real coordinate system of the rink,
which only includes the rink region. The following two equations are utilized to
calculate Ri .
( x ', y ',1) ' = ℵ× ( H i × ( x, y,1) ')

⎧ R i ( x, y ) = 1, if ( x ' , y ' ) is inside the coordinate system of the rink
⎪
⎨ i
'
'
⎪⎩ R ( x, y ) = 0, if ( x , y ) is outside the coordinate system of the rink

(20)

(21)

Next, a simple frame differencing algorithm is executed between I ti −1 and I i
based on Euclidian distance among RGB values with a threshold setting of 50, and a
motion template Di is obtained. Remove the region of audience section in Di :

Di = Di ⊕ ( Di ∩ Ri )

(22)
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where ⊕ represents the XOR operator.
As an example, frame 267 and 268 are shown in Fig 3.2A) and B). The motion
template D268 is shown in Fig 3.2C). Note that Di ( i = 268 ) records the motion
information between frame i and frame i − 1 . However, motion alone cannot determine
the ROI. Define a transformed template Λiob j , which is transformed from Ωiob−1j in
frame i − 1 . We have:

Λiob j = T (Ωiob−1j , Hi −1,i )

(23)

For example, the transformed templates for all objects are displayed in Fig 3.2D).
Define a union mask Ψi = Λiob j ∪ Di . Next, employ a 5 × 5 dilating operation on

Ψ i as shown in Fig 3.2E). Denote ψ li as the lth connected component of Ψ i . Denote

Λ iobskaters as the union of the templates for all skaters. If there is a transformed referee
i
i
i
template Λ iobR intersected by any skater mask. , then Λ obskaters = Λ obRk ∪ Λ obskaters . All objects
k
.

i
= {ob j | Λiob j ⊂ Λiobskaters } . Note that if
included by Λ iobskaters are denoted as οskaters
i
ΛiobR ⊂ Λiobskaters , the corresponding referee object obR ∈ ο skaters
.
k
k

The ROI for all skaters can be determined by:
i
ROI skaters
= Γ (∪ (ψ i ∩ Λ i
l

obskaters

ψ li )

≠∅ )

where Γ(L) returns an axis-aligned minimum rectangular bounding region for L .

(24)
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Fig 3.2. An example of ROI generation.
An ROI for the remaining referees can be generated similarly and simply. In the
i

following section, we only focus on ROI skaters . For instance, generated ROIs for 268th
frame are illustrated in Figure 3.2F).

3.3

Dynamic Model
In [25], the helmet was a crucial component to determine the position of the skater.

Since the real position of the helmet is not on the plane of the rink, using the coordinate
system of the rink cannot register the skater correctly. Thus, in [25], a non-linear dynamic
model based on adjacent frames and an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [42] was
employed to handle non-linear state estimation. However, such a model cannot predict
the real location precisely.
In our system, the helmet is not utilized. As denoted above, Γ(Ωiob j ) represents the
axis-aligned minimum rectangular bounding region for ob j in the ith frame. The
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coordinate of the center point of the bottom line from the bounding region is considered
i
as the frame position of ob j , denoted as pob
. By doing so, the approximate feet position
j

is extracted, which most likely lies on the rink. And the real coordinate robi j for ob j can
be calculated by:
i
(robi j ,1) ' = ℵ× ( H i × ( pob
,1) ')
j

(25)

Based on robi j , a linear dynamic model is proposed here. Denote

X obi j = ( Dobi j ,Vobi j , Aobi j ) as the state of ob j in the ith frame. Dobi j stands for the travelled
distance from the first frame to the current ith frame, with the unit length equal to 1
i
meter. Vobi j and Aob
represent the velocity and acceleration, respectively. A typical state
j

⎡1
⎢
transition matrix is created as ⎢0
⎢⎣0

t
1
0

0⎤
1
t ⎥⎥ , where t equals to
. Since the
frame rate
1 ⎥⎦

traveled distance is not easy to observe, the velocity is considered as the measurement
and denoted as Vobi j . Assume real coordinates robi −j1 and robi j are known in two consecutive
frames. Vobi j can be calculated by:
Vobi j = robi −j1 − robi j

where

2

× r× t

(26)

r represents the pixel resolution of the rink coordinate system. As described in

the last paragraph of Chapter 2, r = 0.05m / pixel . Both a traditional Kalman filter and
UKF can be employed to handle this dynamic model.
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How to generate potential real position of object j , based on predicted velocity
state Vobi j , is described as follows.

Figure 3.3. Section partitions of the rink coordinate system.
Based on the observation that the skaters always travel counterclockwise on the
track, the coordinate system is divided into four regions, as shown in Figure 3.3. In
region I, skaters travel from left to right. Conversely, skaters travel from right to left in
region III. In regions II and IV, skaters follow the circle curve from bottom to top and
from top to bottom, respectively. Denote S as the function to test which region a

( )

coordinate belongs to. For instance, S robi −j1 ∈ {I, II, III ,IV} represents the index of the
region which ob j belongs to in frame i − 1 . Based on the current velocity state Vobi j , the
displacement

i −1
i −1
i −1
d can be calculated by Vobi j × t / r . Assume rob j = ( xob j , yob j ) and the
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predicted position robi j = ( xobi j , yobi j ) . If S (robi −j1 ) falls in region I or III, robi j can be easily
generated by:

( )
( )

i −1
i −1
⎧ xobi = xob
, if S robi −j1 = I
+ d ; yobi j = yob
j
j
⎪ j
⎨ i
i −1
i −1
, if S robi −j1 = III
− d ; yobi j = yob
⎪ xob j = xob
j
j
⎩

(27)

If S (robi −j1 ) falls in region II or IV, define Cl = ( xl , yl ) as the center point of the
i −1
i −1
curve with l = II or IV . Denote Rob
as the distance of ob j to C S ( r i−1 ) . Rob
is considered as
j
j
ob j

the radius. As shown in Figure 3.3, radian θ is employed to find robi j . Define θobi −1j as the
radian for ob j in frame i − 1 . We obtain:

θ obi = θ obi −1 + d / Robi −1
j

j

(28)

j

( )
( )

i −1
i −1
⎧ xobi = Rob
× sin θ obi j + xII ; yobi j = Rob
× cos θ obi j + yII ,
if S robi −j1 = II
j
j
⎪ j
(29)
⎨ i
i −1
i
i
i -1
i
i −1
×
+
+
=
×
+
+
=
sin(
θ
π
)
x
;
y
R
cos(
θ
π
)
y
,
if
S
r
IV
⎪ xob j = Rob
ob j
IV
ob j
ob j
ob j
IV
ob j
j
⎩

The predicted real position robi j is obtained through equations 27-29 based on the
velocity state Vobi j and the previous real coordinate robi −j1 . The corresponding predicted
i
can then be calculated:
frame position pob
j
i
( pob
,1) ' = ℵ× ( H i−1 × (robi j ,1) ')
j

(30)

i
Referring Λiob j as the transformed template of ob j in the ith frame, qob
is defined
j

as the coordinate of the center point of the bottom line from the bounding region Γ(Λiob j ) .
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i
Denote xob
and
j

i
i
i
yob
as the horizontal and vertical offsets between pob
and qob
. We
j
j
j

i
i
i
i
, yob
) = pob
− qob
. A translation matrix is built:
obtain ( xob
j
j
j
j

⎡1 0
⎢
= ⎢0 1
⎢
⎢⎣0 0

i
H ob
j

The translated template of

Λiob j

i
⎤
xob
j
⎥
i
yob
⎥
j
⎥
1 ⎥⎦

is computed by:

Λiob j = T (Λiob j , H obi j )

In the following sections, based on
and the corresponding real position
on
3.4

robi j

and the previous coordinate

robi j

robi −j1

(31)

Λiob j

, we obtain the evolving template

(32)

Ωiobj

. Then, the measurement can be generated based
by equation 26.

Fuzzy Model

From now on, if there is no specific explanation, all the discussions are based on
i
defined in Section 3.2.
ROI skaters

The multiple templates evolution algorithm needs a reliable initialization.
However, Λiob j is not guaranteed to be a suitable choice, which can lead to a failure of the
evolution algorithm. Here, we propose a novel fuzzy model to handle such a problem. In
classic logic, a pixel can only belong to one object, but in fuzzy logic, a pixel can belong
to multiple objects with corresponding memberships. For example, two skaters wearing
the same kind of uniform are very close or occluded with each other. Using traditional
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logic, one pixel can only belong to one skater and does not affect the clustering result of
the other skater. In fuzzy logic, all pixels affect the clustering results of two skaters with
different memberships. By doing so, fuzzy logic can achieve a better performance
compared with traditional logic. In addition, different from traditional fuzzy c-means
algorithm FCM [43, 44], the proposed fuzzy model is based on the evolving template not
on traditional cluster centers. The proposed fuzzy model has the advantage to distinguish
the shapes of the objects even with similar appearance models.
The rink region is included in the fuzzy model. The set of objects included in
i
i
ROI skaters
is expanded as ο skaters
∪ obrink .

Define a distance transform function of binary template G as D(G ) . D
transforms G from a binary template to a distance template. For each pixel with 0 value
in G , D(G ) assigns the Euclidian distance between that pixel and the nearest nonzero
pixel in G . For each nonzero pixel in G , D(G ) assigns the distance value as 1. Note that

Λiob j is a binary template. Define dobi j = D(Λiob j ) as the initial distance transform
i
template for ob j . Then, the membership uob
( x, y ) is defined to represent the degree in
j

which pixel ( x, y ) belongs to object j . The best result of the proposed fuzzy model can
be obtained by minimizing the following objective function:

J =

∑

∑

i
i
( x , y )∈ROI skaters
ob jε ο skaters

i
uob
( x, y )( wob j (vi ( x, y )) + d obi j ( x, y ))
j

(33)

i
An iterative process is employed to minimize the objective function. uob
is
j
i
initialized by Λiob j . And uob
can be iteratively updated by the following equations:
j
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i
⎧ Λ i ( x, y ) = 1, if ob j = argmax uob
( x, y )
l
⎪ ob j
obl
⎨ i
⎪⎩ Λ ob j ( x, y ) = 0, otherwise

dobi j ( x, y) = D(Λiob j )

uobi j ( x, y ) =

1
⎛ wob j (v ( x, y )) + d obi j ( x, y ) ⎞
⎜
⎟
i
∑ oblε οskaters
⎜ wob (v i ( x, y )) + d obi ( x, y ) ⎟
j
⎝ l
⎠
i

(34)

(35)

(36)

Note that since the denominator of the updated membership uobi j ( x, y ) is always
larger than or equal to 1, the membership uobi j ( x, y ) ∈[0,1] . Calculate measurement η by:

η=

max

i
i
( x , y )∈ROI skaters
, ob jε ο skaters

i
| uob
( x, y ) − uobi j ( x, y ) |
l

(37)

The iteration stops whenη < ε , where ε is a termination criterion between 0 and
1. Set ε = 0.1 was determined by experiments in this dissertation. Another criterion is the
maximum number of iterations, which is 5. If the iteration is not terminated, swamp
membership by equation 38 and start a new iteration.
i
uob
( x, y ) = uobi j ( x, y)
l

(38)

Now, an initial template ξobi j for template evolution can be generated according to
i
and the transformed template Λ iob j which is not changed by the fuzzy model. Denote
u ob
l

Tobi j = Γ (Λ iob j ) as a template filter. Thus, Tobi j represents the axis-aligned minimum

rectangular bounding region of ob j with the transformed shape from frame i − 1 . Note
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Figure 3.4. Illustration of the capability of the proposed fuzzy model.
that after the termination of the fuzzy model, Λ iob j encodes the most likely position
for Tobi j . Let Φiob j = Γ(Λiob j ) represent the candidate region of the center position of Tobi j .
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i
with
Perform a convolution operation (operator denoted as * ) on membership mask u ob
l

the center of the convolved mask Tobi j locating only in the region of Φiob j :
i
Gobi j = Tobi j * uob
l

The position

( x, y ) = arg max ( x, y )∈Φ

i
ob j

(39)

i
Gob
( x, y ) is considered as the optimum
j

position for Tobi j . The initial template ξobi j is obtained by translating the center of Tobi j to
position ( x, y ) .
As illustrated in Figure 3.4, even the transformed templates are quite off target. In
particular, the first two players wear the same kind of uniform, and the transformed
template for the first player is in the middle of the two players. However, fuzzy
memberships can still locate the correct regions for all skaters successfully. The initial
templates ξobi j for ob j is generated superbly based on memberships.

3.5

Multiple Template Evolution

The initial template ξobi j is generated as described in the above section. Now, a
multiple-template evolution approach is proposed to obtain the optimum evolving
template Ωiobj for ob j in the ith frame. To simplify the notation, the set of objects
i
i
included in ROI skaters is redefined by oi and obrink ∉ o .

Notice that the object templates might overlap with each other when they are
initialized or during evolution steps. Define a monitor structure Mi , which is initialized
by:
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{

}

Mi ( x, y ) = ob j |ξ obi j ( x, y ) = 1

(40)

A level set-based active contour algorithm [45] is employed and improved to
realize multiple templates evolution. A weighted GMM template wob j is considered as
the input image for ob j . Compared with RGB space, wob j is more homogeneous since the
uniforms of the skaters may include several kinds of colors.
Define level set function φobi j for object j as:

⎧( x, y ) ∈ contour of ob j
⎪⎪
⎨( x, y ) is inside ob j
⎪
⎪⎩( x, y ) is outside ob j

if φobi j ( x, y ) = 0
if φobi j ( x, y ) > 0

(41)

if φ ( x, y ) < 0
i
ob j

φobi can be initialized based on Mi using the similar strategy of obtaining distance
j

i
transform mask dob
. For details, please refer to [45].
j

Define c1 (φobi j ) and c2 (φobi j ) as the inside average and outside average of the
contour for ob j . Since there are many other objects outside the contour of ob j , using the
method in [45] does not achieve the optimum constant value to represent the
characteristic of the background as indicated in [46]. However, by using monitor Mi to
exclude possible object points, this problem can be avoided; c1 and c2 are calculated as:

( )
( )

{
{

}

⎧c1 φobi = mean wob ( x, y )|φobi ( x, y ) ≥ 0
j
j
j
⎪
⎨
⎪c2 φobi j = mean wob j ( x, y )|φobi j ( x, y ) < 0 ∧ Mi ( x, y ) = ∅
⎩

}

(42)

The energy function for multiple templates evolution algorithm can be defined as:
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Fi =

∑ (μ L

ob j ∈oi

+λ2

ob j

+λ1

∑

i
ob jεMi ( x , y ) ∧φob
( x , y )≥ 0
j

∑

i
ob jεMi ( x , y ) ∧φob
( x , y )<0
j

( )

wob j ( x, y ) − c1 φobi j

( )

wob j ( x, y ) − c2 φobi j )

(43)

where Lob j represents the length of the contour of ob j . Parameters λ1 and λ2 are set to 1,
and the smoothing constrain μ is set to 0.2 determined by experiments.
Add one more constraint on energy function such that no contour is occluded by
others. Without this constraint, the evolution is likely to over evolve the contours of the
skaters wearing similar uniforms, especially, when they are close to each other. However,
there are often overlapped skaters on the rink, and this is certainly one of the challenging
issues to be faced. To overcome this problem, besides the global monitor structure Mi ,
i
an occluded template Oob
is defined for object j . O i limits the cardinality (denoted by
j
i
| ⋅ | ) of the element in M i to be less than or equal to 1, which means | M ( x, y ) |≤ 1 .

Meanwhile, O i keeps the occlusion information.
Since the initial templates have a great chance to match the targets, the occluded
objects in Mi are most likely caused by real occlusions among objects. Based on
another observation that the skater closest to the camera will occlude the others, we
i −1
, which is defined in Section 3.3, to determine the
employ the frame position pob
j
i −1
i −1
i −1
i
= ( xob
, yob
) . Now, Oob
relationships among the occluded objects. Let pob
can be
j
j
j
j

obtained by equation 44 based on M i :
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i
i −1
⎧Oob
{ yob
} ∧ ob j ∈ Mi ( x, y )
( x, y ) = 1, if yobi −1j ≠ ob ∈max
i
j
M
x
,
y
(
)
⎪ j
l
⎨ i
i −1
i −1
O
x
,
y
0,
if
y
mai x { yob
} ∨ ob j ∉ Mi ( x, y )
=
=
)
ob j
⎪ ob j (
j
∈
M
,
o
b
x
y
(
)
l
⎩

(44)

i
so that the cardinality of the element in
And M i can be updated based on Oob
j

M i is less than or equal to 1 by equation 45.

Mi ( x, y ) = ob j , if ob j ∈ Mi ( x, y ) ∧ Oobi j ( x, y ) = 0

(45)

i
Define Mk as the updated M i and O i , k as the updated O i in the kth iteration,

respectively. The iterative templates evolution process to minimize the energy function
with occlusion constrains is described as follows:
Initial step: Set k = 0 as the initial iteration number and kmax = 20 as the max
i
iteration number. Initialize M0 by equation 40. Initialize O i ,0 by equation 44, and

i
update M0 ( x, y ) by equation 45. Initialize level sets function φobi ,0j for all ob j

based on M0 ( x, y ) . Set k =1, start iteration.
i

Step 1: Compute c1 (φobi ,kj −1 ) and c2 (φobi ,kj −1 ) for all ob j by equation 42.
Step 2: Update each φobi ,kj based on [45], using c1 (φobi ,kj −1 ) , c2 (φobi ,kj −1 ) and wob j .
i
Step 3: Update Mk by:

⎧⎪Mki ( x, y ) = Mki ( x, y ) ∪ ob j , if φobi j ( x, y ) ≥ 0∧ | Mki −1 ( x, y ) |= 0
⎨ i
i
i
i
⎪⎩Mk ( x, y ) = Mk ( x, y ) − ob j , if φob j ( x, y ) < 0 ∧ Mk −1 ( x, y ) = ob j
i
Update O i , k by equation 44 and update Mn by equation 45.

(46)
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i
i
Step 4: Check whether Mk ( x, y ) is equal to Mk −1 ( x, y ) . If not, check

whether k ≤ kmax . If not, set k = k + 1 . Go to step 1. Otherwise, stop.
The optimum evolving template Ωiobj can be generated by:

⎧⎪Ωiob j ( x, y ) = 1, if ob j ∈ Mki ( x, y )
⎨ i
i
⎪⎩Ωob j ( x, y ) = 0, if ob j ∉ Mk ( x, y )

(47)

Based on Ωiobj , the real coordinate robi j can be obtained by equation 25.
i
. Because the occluded
Note that Ωiobj does not include the occluded template Oob
j

part is indeed invisible in the frame, it affects the predicted position for the initial
i
template described in Section 3.4. However, we still need Oob
to handle occlusion issues.
j

i
Here, we expand Oob
at the end of evolution process by:
j

Oobi j = Ωiob j ( x, y ) ∪ Oobi ,kj

(48)

i −1
Assume we have the occluded template Oob
in frame i − 1 . We can obtain a
j
i
= T (Oobi −1j , H i −1,i ) . Denote ξobi j = Γ(Oobi j )
transformed occluded template in frame i by Oob
j
i
as an axis-aligned minimum rectangular bounding region of Oob
. The center of ξobi j is
j

set as the center of ξobi j , and ξobi j in equation 40 is replaced by ξobi j . Since ξobi j ⊂ ξobi j , the
optimum position for ξobi j should also be the optimum position for ξobi j . By doing so, we
use Ωiob−1j to find the optimum position for ob j in frame i before evolution process while
i −1
to handle occlusion problems during evolution process.
use Oob
j
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Figure 3.4 shows example results of multiple-template evolution algorithm. Note
that the initial templates obtained by the proposed fuzzy model are slightly different from
the real shapes of the target objects. However, the evolving templates generated by
multiple templates evolution algorithm match the target objects perfectly.
More complex cases are illustrated in Figure 3.5. There are several kinds of
occlusions such as group situations, occlusions between skaters wearing different kind of
uniforms, and occlusions between skaters wearing same kind of uniforms. The results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can handle all of the above cases successfully.
Finally, Figure 3.6 shows the flowchart and explanation for the entire tracking system.
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Fig 3.5. Results of multiple templates evolution algorithm. The first column displays
original frames indexed as 44, 68, 88, 105, 133, 246, and 250; and the second column
displays the corresponding resulting frames. The third column displays original frames
indexed as 58, 81, 97, 128, 241, 248 and 261; and the fourth column displays the
corresponding resulting frames.
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1st frame: initialization
i
Initialize GMMs wob
j

Initialize evolving template Ωiob j
1
Initialize empty occluded template Oob
j
Initialize real coordinate rob1 j

i th frame: tracking
ROI Generation:
Obtain transformed evolving template Λiob

j

Obtain transformed occluded template Oobi j
i
for further process
Generate ROI skaters

Dynamic Model:
Obtain predicted template Λiob j of Λiob

j

i
Fuzzy Model: (in ROI skaters
)

Obtain template ξobi based on Λiob j
j

Map Oobi j to ξ obi j and obtain template ξ obi j as
the initial template for templates evolution
i
Multiple Templates Evolution: (in ROI skaters
)
i
Obtain evolving template Ωob j

i
Obtain occluded template Oob
j

Obtain real coordinate robi j

Update dynamic model based on robi j and robi −j1

i = i +1

Figure 3.6. Flowchart and explanation for tracking system.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Two testing videos are obtained from 2005/2006 BOSIDEN ISU International
Skating Union (ISU) world cup short track speed skating. One is the men’s 500m finals,
which has 1071 frames with frame rate 25 frames / sec . There are four skaters in the
video, two skaters of which are from China. The other two are from Korea and Canada,
respectively. Denote the first video as video 1. The other one is the women’s 500m semifinals which has 1156 frames with the same frame rate as video 1. Four skaters are in the
video, two from Canada, and other two are from China and Russia, respectively. Denote
the second video as video 2. Skaters coming from the same country wear the same kind
of uniforms. Table 4.1 lists the number of mixture Gaussians assigned to the skaters of
different countries.

Table 4.1. Number of Mixture Gaussians for Skaters from Different Countries.
China Canada Korean Russia
#.mixtures

2

2

3

3

The real coordinate robi j is the basis for the 2D reconstruction. The skaters are
modeled as 2D balls with different colors. The size of the 2D reconstructed virtual rink
is 1200 × 600 . By mapping the real rink with 60 m × 30m to the 2D reconstructed virtual
rink, we obtain the resolution of the virtual rink is 5cm / pixel .
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4.1

Tracking and Reconstruction Results
As in many tracking systems, to clearly show the tracking result and to keep the

target visible, an axis-aligned minimum rectangular bounding box is employed to
highlight the detected object. The bounding box of object j in the ith frame can be
generated by the evolving template Ωiobj .
In Figure 4.1, twelve sample frames that represent the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm are selected from the 603rd frame to the 667th frame in video 1.
During this period, the leading position is switched between two Chinese skaters. Skater
A trailed Skater B at the beginning. Skater B continuously accelerated, and finally
surpassed Skater A at the 653rd frame. Note that serious occlusion happens between the
two Chinese skaters from frames 634th to 659th. Even though they wear identical
uniforms, they still can be tracked successfully. Another observation is that the last skater
is dramatically overlapped with the advertising board from the 621st frame to the 653rd
frame. Since the audience section is eliminated, much of the last skater cannot be
detected. However, some parts of his legs are still tracked correctly. After the 653rd frame,
when the last skater moves out from the advertising board region, he is recovered
successfully. This observation shows the ability of the system to handle the problem of
dramatic shape change. Furthermore, all referees are also tracked successfully. Since
referees move slowly in relation to the athletes, the proposed system tracks referees easily
without using the dynamic model.
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Figure 4.1. Tracking and reconstruction results for 12 frames in video 1.
For each frame, the top half is the tracking result, and the bottom part is the
corresponding reconstruction result.
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Figure 4.2. Tracking and reconstruction results for 12 frames in video 2.
For each frame, the top half is the tracking result, and the bottom part is the
corresponding reconstruction result
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In Figure 4.2, another twelve frames that also represent the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm are selected from the 109th frame to the 242nd frame in video 2.
Starting from the 109th frame, serious group occlusion happens. From the 109th frame to
the 203rd frame, there are serious occlusions between the two Canadian skaters. At the
216th frame, they are separated, and the lead position is switched between the two
Canadian skaters. Also, in 174th frame and 182nd frame, there are occlusions between
skaters and a referee. As shown in Figure 4.2, the proposed system handles all these
situations very well.
On the other hand, the 2D reconstruction animations displayed by the bottom half
of each frame in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 precisely mark the real positions for the skaters
frame by frame. These data are invaluable for sports experts and coaches.

4.2

Trajectory and Velocity Analysis
In Figure 4.3, the trajectories of two female skaters are extracted. Different colors

represent different laps, namely, the first lap is red; the second green; the third blue; the
fourth yellow; and last half-lap black.
The top trajectory belongs to the skater in first place, while the bottom one
belongs to the skater in last place. The trajectories of the two skaters are almost the same.
However, the angle-of-entering-the-curve of the first skater is slightly smaller than that of
the last skater. This indicates that the curve technique of the first skater is better than that
of the last skater. Curve technique is crucial for short track skaters. In fact, generally
speaking, a skater’s curve technique determines whether the skater is an elite athlete.
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Thus, the ability to visually track curve technique through trajectory analysis is highly
desirable.

Figure 4.3. Trajectories of two female skaters in video 2.
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Figure 4.4. Velocity curves for two male skaters and one female skaters
In Figure 4.4, three velocity curves are displayed: two male skaters, one in second
place and the other in last place; and the female skater in first place. Several interesting
observations can be made according to these velocity curves.
1) In a 500m competition, there are in total nine rink curves. Crowding often
happens at the rink curves, which in all likelihood results in a decrease in velocity.
Note that there is a similar number of the peak for each curve.
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2) The period, pointed out by the three pink arrows, is the start of the race for the
male skater in the last place. During this period, the velocity grows dramatically.
When he achieves the first rink curve, however, his velocity decreases. A similar
phenomenon can be observed of the other skaters’ curves.
3) After the first rink curve, the velocity keeps at a certain level with slight
changes.
4) Even the fastest female skater is slower than the slowest male skater according
to these two videos. Even so, the female skater maintains first place in her race.
Crowding rarely affects her. The velocity curve of the female skater is much
smoother than that of the two male skaters.
5) The three blue arrows indicate the sprint stages for the male skater in second
place. After reaching the finish line, the velocity decreases dramatically. A similar
phenomenon can be observed from the curves of the other skaters.
6) The male skater in second place surpasses the male skater in fourth place
during the period pointed out by the two black arrows. Before this period, the
male skater in the second place is consistently behind the male skater in fourth
place. But after this period, he is never surpassed again by his opponent.

4.3

Quantitative Analysis
For all skaters in each frame, the axis-aligned minimum rectangular bounding

boxes are outlined manually. The coordinate of the center point of the bottom line of the
i
bounding box of object j in ith frame is automatically extracted and denoted as pˆ ob
.
j
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The real coordinate rˆobi j is obtained by equation 25 and is considered as the ground truth
for the quantitative analysis.
Next, the mean ( avg ) and standard deviation ( std ) are employed as two metrics
of the system and can be calculated as:

∑
=

avg ob j

std ob j =

∑

n

n

Dobi j

i =1

(48)

n

( Dobi j − avg ob j ) 2

i =1

(49)

n

where Dobi j is the Euclidian distance between the ground truth rˆobi j and the tracking result

robi j . The smaller the avg ob , the more accurate the system is. The smaller the std ob , the
j

j

more robust the system is. The results for all skaters in the two videos are shown in Table
4.2. Note that both avg ob j and std ob j are less than 2.5 pixels in the rink coordinate system
and less than 13 cm in the real world. Thus, the proposed system is quite accurate and
robust.
Table 4.2. Tracking Errors for All Skaters in Pixels and Meters (Inside the Brackets).
Male1

Male2

Male3

Male4

avg ob j

1.31(0.07)

0.89(0.04)

1.45(0.07)

1.23(0.06)

std ob j

2.31(0.12)

1.25(0.06)

2.32(0.12)

1.40(0.07)

Women1

Women2

Women3

Women4

avg ob j

1.58(0.08)

0.89(0.04)

0.78(0.04)

1.60(0.08)

std ob j

1.64(0.08)

1.03(0.05)

1.03(0.05)

1.74(0.09)
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, we propose a novel computer vision system STS2 to track
multiple high-speed deformable skaters in short track speed skating video captured by a
single panning camera. Short track speed skating video suffers several open-ended,
challenging problems. To overcome such problems, we propose a novel and effective
approach consisting of several new algorithms/models:
1) An efficient automatic key frame finding algorithm is proposed to obtain the
homography transforming each frame to a real world rink coordinate system. By
doing so, the motion of the camera is removed.
2) A dynamic model is introduced based on rink parameters to make the motion of
the skaters linearly predictable.
3) An evolving template is employed to model non-rigid skaters.
4)

A novel fuzzy model is proposed to predict the optimum initial positions for
templates evolution algorithm.

5) A novel multiple-template evolution algorithm is proposed. Combined with a
fuzzy model, occlusions among objects are successful handled. This holds true
even for objects having a similar appearance.
6) An automatic ROI-generation algorithm is implemented to locate the target
rapidly.
The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed system solves the
challenging problems very effectively.
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The end results of the system, including trajectories, velocity analysis and 2D
reconstruction animations, are invaluable to broadcasters and coaches alike. The
proposed system has the potential to be applied to many other related areas.
The videos of complete tracking and 2D reconstruction animation can be
downloaded from http://cvprip.cs.usu.edu/wang/STSSTS.
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